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Record, edit and show! Get the power of an
easy-to-use and award winning screen
recorder!

AutoScreenRecorder 3 Pro is a powerful and
intelligent screen recorder to save you time and boost
productivity. Record anything you see and do on your
screen and get it in a video file or Flash movie.
AutoScreenRecorder comes with a number of features including a video editor, that
you can deliver high quality video files. As well, AutoScreenRecorder 3 offers easy-touse user interface and flexibility for your recording needs. With AutoScreenRecorder,
you can record your webcam sessions, favorite games, software operation steps,
training demos, videos and movies. The Flash movie can be published to the Web in
no time. It's compatible with Windows 7 & 8.

KEY FEATURES
Easy to use, record exactly what you
see and do

Redesigned user interface for easy operation.
With an array of recording options, combined with
Zoombox and adjustable area, you can take any
part of the screen precisely in flexible ways.

Time
saving
smart
feature
recording and video editing

for

Some exciting new features are bundled in
AutoScreenRecorder 3. It supports multi-monitor,
auto-stop, scheduled recording on any date and
time and recurring recording. It offers a new
ScreenZoom feature that you can enlarge your
screen at any time. A new video editor is
available in 3 that you can trim and extract
images, sound from them. Also you can re-record
your sound to go with your recorded video and
re-generate the Flash movie.

High quality & productivity

With
a
redesigned
recording
module,
AutoScreenRecorder 3 records your screen in an
accurate
framerate
and
with
minimum
interference of what you do on your PC. It offers
high quality recording and annotation recording
including AutoText, watermarks, & date/time
stamps. Recorded video files can be saved to
Flash movies and with automatically generated
file names. It hooks up Windows sound recorder
and movie maker in one click.

Affordable
At $49.95 US, AutoScreenRecorder offers high price-performance value in the industry.
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Advanced screen capture to get the highest
quality images.
Also capturing long web pages, webcam, menu
blocks, and turning to a PDF maker.
Newly designed image editor, profile,
ScreenZoom, and more…
Never lose what you see.
It's the most exciting ScreenHunter yet.
ScreenHunter 6 Pro is the most comprehensive and
advanced version of ScreenHunter with all the necessary tools included for you to
capture, process and edit. It is a total capture solution to save you time and boost
productivity.
With ScreenHunter 6 Pro, you
can
immediately
see
the
benefits of these numerous
time-saving features and deliver
high quality screenshots. It's
compatible with Windows 7 & 8.

KEY FEATURES
Capture exactly what you want
You can define the capture area window
using a selection tool, or can instead
capture on the basis of content. It supports
multi-monitor,
multi-object
captures,
scheduling and auto-emailing.

High quality & productivity
It offers users to capture with a single
keystroke. In addition to providing a number of flexible capture tools, as well as the new Profile management
tool.

Easy editing
ScreenHunter provides a unique multi-document viewer and editor. It comes with a versatile image editor users
can edit their captures directly -- by adding objects, text and annotation. The image editor also supports
advanced image processing.
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An easy-to-use authoring tool to create interactive animation EXE.
MotionStudio 4 is an easy-to-use, all-in-one multimedia
authoring tool. It combines image, sound, interactivity and
animation for you to create stand-alone executable files. It
is an ideal solution for creating your slide shows, interactive
and animated stories, educational materials or just "pictures
to EXE" for your auto-run CD-ROM.
With MotionStudio 4, you can create scalable, vector-based drawing objects as well
as adding photos and pictures. With an array of time-saving productivity tools, adding
interactive actions and animation is easy. Simplified operation and improved quality is
major highlight in this release.

KEY FEATURES
Easy to use, create exactly
what you want royalty-free,
stand-alone interactive EXE
MotionStudio
combines
drawing,
painting and animation in one easyto-use program to save your time and
get your job done with a minimum
cost.

High productivity, time saving
animation features

MotionStudio offers 64 built-in object
animation
combinations,
and
a
freehand animation to draw any
animation path. With 48 built-in
visual effects, including fade and
dissolve, it's just a few clicks, your
animation is done. You can create
your own library of objects and reuse
them in any other MotionStudio file
just drag & drop. Background is a new layer to be used to appear in all frames.

High quality

All drawing objects can be translucent, and all images can have true transparency or adjustable
opacity to blend in.
Text quality is also improved and as well the enhanced image editor provides many image processing
features.

Affordable

At $39.95 US, MotionStudio offers high price-performance value compared to other comparable
products in the industry.
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An all-in-one, easy and feature-rich GIF animator for Web animation!
MotionGIF 4 is an all-in-one, user-friendly and
feature-rich software to create great looking
animated GIF files. It offers a very easy way to
quickly create GIF animation for your Web
pages. It's compatible with Windows Vista and
Windows 7.
With MotionGIF 4, you can create scalable,
vector-based drawing objects as well as adding
photos and pictures. With an array of timesaving productivity tools, animation creation is
just a few clicks away.
By drag & drop images from your hard drive or
from the Internet, with your choice of adding
animation transition, your animated GIF will be
created in no time.

KEY FEATURES
Easy to use, create exactly what you want GIF
animation

MotionGIF combines drawing, painting and animation in
one easy-to-use program to save your time and get your
job done with a minimum cost.

High productivity & animation features

With 48 built-in visual effects, including fade and
dissolve, it's just a few clicks, your animation is done. GIF
transparent color is also supported!
You can create your own library of objects and reuse
them in any other MotionGIF file just drag & drop.
Background is a new layer to be used to appear in all
frames.

High quality

All drawing objects can be translucent, and all images can
have true transparency or adjustable opacity to blend in.
Text quality is also improved and as well the enhanced
image editor provides many image processing features.

Affordable

At $19.95 US, MotionGIF offers high price-performance
value compared to other comparable products in the
industry.

